ABSTRACT. Rapid climate change poses complex challenges for conservation, especially in tropical developing countries where biodiversity is high while financial and technical resources are limited. The complexity is heightened by uncertainty in predicted effects, both for ecological systems and human communities that depend heavily on natural resource extraction and use. Effective conservation plans and measures must be inexpensive, fast-acting, and able to increase the resilience of both the ecosystem and the social-ecological system. We present conservation practitioners with a framework that strategically integrates climate change planning into connectivity measures for tropical mountain ecosystems in Costa Rica. We propose a strategy for doubling the amount of habitat currently protected in riparian corridors using measures that are relatively low cost and fast-acting, and will employ and expand human capital. We argue that habitat connectivity must be enhanced along latitudinal gradients, but also within the same elevational bands, via a lattice-work corridor system. This is needed to facilitate range shifts for mobile species and evolutionary adaptation for less mobile species. We think that conservation measures within the elevational bands must include conservation-friendly land uses that improve current and future human livelihoods under dynamic conditions. Key components include community involvement, habitat priority-setting, forest landscape restoration, and environmental services payments. Our approach is fundamentally adaptive in that the conservation measures employed are informed by on-the-ground successes and failures and modified accordingly, but are relatively low risk and fast-acting. Our proposal, if implemented, would satisfy tenets of climate-smart conservation, improve the resilience of human and ecological communities, and be a model for other locations facing similar challenges.
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INTRODUCTION

Climate change is threatening biological (Root et al. 2005, Parmesan 2006) and socioeconomic systems (Walker et al. 2004, IPCC 2012) in unprecedented and often unpredictable ways. As a result, conservation managers are challenged to facilitate adaptation and protection of species and ecosystems in highly dynamic and uncertain environments (Lawler et al. 2010). Simultaneously, human communities dependent upon natural resource extraction must adapt their livelihoods (Nakashima et al. 2012). Novel approaches for biological conservation planning under climate change (e.g., Dawson et al. 2011) offer great insight but need broad technical and financial support for on-the-ground implementation, and often do not integrate human needs into proposed solutions. It is imperative to provide resource managers with immediate and viable options that apply “climate-smart” tenets (Hansen et al. 2010), especially where climate change simultaneously affects biodiversity and people.

Successful management plans will increase an ecosystem’s resilience, i.e., its ability to absorb disturbance, reorganize, and retain structure and function (Holling 1973) through habitat connectivity (Krosby et al. 2010) and ecological networks (Bennett 2004). Likewise, successful plans will foster social-ecological systems that are climate-resilient by having the capacity to buffer climate-related disturbances under conditions in which landowners can self-organize, learn, and take adaptive action (Nelson et al. 2007). To reach these goals, efforts should be aimed at taking advantage of existing incentives, institutional support, and local knowledge in proactive measures that integrate ecological and social-ecological principles. Our aim is to provide practitioners with a practical, scientifically informed framework on how to achieve success despite many hurdles.

Among the ecosystems particularly vulnerable to climate change are tropical forests, where the combined effects of high biodiversity, endemism, and habitat specialization interact to heighten the risk of biodiversity loss (Stork et al. 2009). Tropical mountain communities along steep elevation gradients are likely to be altered as lower-elevation species move upslope (Raxworthy et al. 2008). This may result in lowland biotic attrition (Colwell et al. 2008) and trigger disruptions impossible to predict as assemblages without prior analogs are formed (Williams and Jackson 2007). For some populations, the opportunities for upslope movement may be limited by habitat fragmentation. The ensuing “range-shift gaps” potentially imperil trapped populations (Colwell et al. 2008, Stork et al. 2009). Ongoing climate change thus necessitates management plans that explicitly enhance a population’s adaptive capacity, i.e., the ability to respond to current and future environmental changes, thereby promoting ecological resilience and species survival.

Additionally, management plans for tropical mountain landscapes must integrate “resilience thinking” (Folke et al. 2010) for human communities, and intentionally incorporate measures promoting social adaptive capacity, which facilitates the ability to absorb change, organize, learn, and respond adaptively. As
climatic conditions change, livelihoods on rural, tropical mountains, which generally depend on direct natural resource use, will be affected. It will be important to plan for livelihoods that offer opportunities to shift between or adjust economic activities. To ensure that evolving economic activities do not erode ecosystem structure or function, it will be imperative for conservation practitioners to identify and encourage land uses that support both biodiversity and human livelihoods. However, what lacks is a comprehensive strategy and recommendations that integrate those common interests toward the goal of enhancing the adaptive capacity of the ecological and social-ecological systems under climate change. Our objective is to fill that gap.

We present a conceptual framework for practitioners to assist with enhancing the resilience of ecological and social-ecological systems along a tropical elevational gradient. In our approach, we recognize that financial and technical resources are often highly limited in biodiverse regions, but we circumvent these challenges by capitalizing on existing assets, capabilities, and institutional support. For instance, we have not used modeling approaches such as species distribution or process-based vegetation models because most practitioners are limited by data or technical resources required for on-the-ground applications (Sinclair et al. 2010). Instead, our framework has similarities with the land facets approach (Hunter et al. 1988, Wessels et al. 1999, Beier and Brost 2010), in which local knowledge of watersheds and topography informs conservation priorities. Likewise, we also advocate the use of local knowledge and science-based insights (Reed 2008) in combination with institutional support for incentivizing environmental protection and sustainable land use. We believe that our framework has utility for other systems facing similar challenges. A key to success will be the existence of incentives that operate across time frames to support trial-and-error learning as new livelihoods and conservation methods are tested and improved. Below, we describe our framework in two stages, discussing the biological and then the sociological goals, and how to achieve them.

**BIOLOGICAL CORRIDOR FRAMEWORK**

Our overall goal is to create more resilient ecosystems and aid in population persistence through habitat corridors and increasing ecological networks. Ideally, corridor-building for biological conservation goes beyond dispersal and also aids population persistence (Early and Sax 2011). We seek to achieve this through a novel type of habitat corridor that does more than simply link locations; rather, it addresses both dispersal and persistence in the context of climate change. Also, our framework does not require unrealistic expanses of habitat or dramatically different land uses. We propose a lattice-work corridor system that involves land management actions that promote population dispersal and persistence by (1) expanding elevational connectivity along rivers and (2) enhancing connectivity within elevational bands (Fig. 1). The first goal recognizes that some species will disperse toward higher elevations, and more suitable habitat and climatic conditions, as climate change proceeds. The second goal aims to bolster conditions that maintain healthy populations in locally favorable environments, which is critical for less vagile species that cannot easily shift upslope.

We recognize the pros and cons of increasing landscape connectivity through habitat corridors. In some cases, corridors may assist the spread of non-native species (Resasco et al. 2014) and result in competition from species not previously encountered (Foster 2001), causing disruptions in ecological interactions and community processes. However, connectivity within elevational bands may increase effective population sizes and genetic diversity for evolutionary adaptation within species’ ranges and at their expanding leading edges (Davis and Shaw 2001). This should reduce pressure for organisms to shift distributions and should reduce biotic attrition and loss of mountaintop species. Also, the overall increase in corridor habitat, although affected by edge effects (Murcia 1995), should provide more favorable microclimate conditions, potentially creating climate change refugia and reducing the rate of drying in upslope regions (Ray et al. 2009).

**SOCIAL-ECOLOGICAL RESILIENCE FRAMEWORK**

Ideally, conservation management plans will facilitate adjustments to human activities that increase social-ecological resilience by fostering three principal features of a resilient system. These are (1) the capacity to absorb disturbances caused by changing climatic conditions without appreciable loss of function, (2) the ability for local residents to organize individual and group networks that offer diverse knowledge and experiences, and (3) the capability to adapt by changing behaviors as climate change proceeds (Folke et al. 2005, Nelson et al. 2007). Managing for social-ecological resilience will mean managing livelihoods and land uses for their buffering capacity, flexibility, and potential to open new opportunities for landowners (Nelson et al. 2007).

In rural communities of tropical developing countries, for which our framework is designed, small-scale farming and ranching are principal economic activities, although they may be supplemented with logging, fishing, or tourism. Residents are likely to be aware of ongoing local climate change because these changes may be affecting crops, livestock, or charismatic species important to tourism. Residents may possess practical knowledge on alternative crops or farming methods, including ones that support
biodiversity under climate change. However, they may not be aware of the full range of available agricultural options, economic incentives, or institutional support that could potentially enhance their capacity to absorb disturbances and modify their practices as climate change proceeds.

When our social-ecological framework is integrated with lattice-work corridors, there are numerous opportunities for residents to widen their portfolio of livelihood options that will help them absorb disturbances while also benefiting biodiversity and preserving natural resources. We encourage connections between key actors (e.g., landowners, conservation organizations, agricultural extension agents, etc.) toward the goal of habitat restoration and protection in ways that also mitigate climate change. We consider the short-term economic needs and constraints of local residents, and we promote fast-acting incentives that encourage wise farming alternatives while minimizing risk. We envision a role for conservation nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) as bridging organizations (Folke et al. 2005) that can forge alliances between stakeholders and facilitate the transfer of information about incentives programs, agricultural extension services, and community development projects. We propose outreach to encourage community participation from the outset, and envision a participatory process involving continual monitoring, assessment, and modification of land-use practices as determined by empirical results. In this way, we seek a highly dynamic, forward-looking, and participatory enterprise that continually adapts as well as fosters conditions for future adaptation.

COSTA RICA EXAMPLE

Here, we consider how to implement our framework in the highly fragmented Pacific slope forests flanking the Tilarán Mountains in the region of Monteverde, Costa Rica. Like other tropical mountain ecosystems (e.g., Madagascar: Raxworthy et al. 2008), this region is undergoing rapid climate change, which is already affecting diverse taxa of cloud forest ecosystems (Pounds et al. 1999, 2006). Human communities are likely to be affected as well because livelihoods are strongly linked to natural resources. Principal economic activities at higher elevations include ecotourism, coffee production, and dairy cattle farming; at lower elevations, residents engage in a mix of dairy and beef cattle ranching and sugarcane production, and, to a lesser extent, pineapple, rice, and mango production. Secondary land-use activities on farms often include subsistence production of beans, corn, plantains, bananas, sugarcane, and citrus, as well as chickens and pigs. Farm sizes range greatly (coffee farms rarely exceed 5 ha, whereas cattle ranches often exceed 20 ha). The landscape of lower elevations is thus a matrix of mainly pasturelands, dotted with remnant forest patches and small but concentrated human settlements. At higher elevations, there is a large complex of privately protected forest habitat, interspersed with farms and remnant forest patches or windbreaks (Fig. 2). As climate change proceeds, locals are taking note of warmer conditions, more frequent water shortages, as well as unusually harsh rainy periods. Agriculture and ecotourism may have to adapt to the dynamic situation if growing conditions for crops shift or if populations of charismatic species decline. As a result, planning for climate change will require both ecological and social-ecological considerations.

Fortunately, there is a proposal to create a 66,416-ha biological corridor of Pacific slope forest between the Monteverde Reserve Complex in the highlands and the Gulf of Nicoya (Fig. 3; Bell Bird Biological Corridor: http://cbpc.org/publicaciones.html). Like other proposed corridors throughout Costa Rica, this does not explicitly address climate change effects, nor does it employ incentives for implementation (SINAC 2009). Although the proposed corridor incorporates an educational component and includes the well-being of local communities in the mission statement, it does not address specific stakeholder needs or the climate change challenges confronting the Monteverde region. These include upslope colonization of some animal taxa and declines or losses of others (Pounds et al. 1999). Effects may also extend to the numerous and distinctive plant communities. Extensive botanical research has revealed that plant community composition changes in relation to moisture and temperature gradients (Lawton and Dryer 1980, Haber et al. 1996, Haber 2000). In addition, at least 11 climatically distinctive zones are compressed into narrow elevational bands along the mountainside (Holdridge 1966; Fig. 4). To protect species limited to narrow climatic ranges, previous research recommended increasing forest cover and connectivity (Guindon 2000).

Guided by a resilience framework, our specific conservation goals emphasize a shift in priorities from prior proposals and include the protection of 1400 ha of riparian habitat stretching along existing riparian transects, approximately 35 km in length by 0.1 km in width. Although currently under protection by the Costa Rican Forestry Law 7575, this riparian habitat has nevertheless suffered degradation. Additionally, we seek to link an equivalent amount of habitat, distributed among the five primary life zones and located on private farms, into a loose ecological network. For this, we propose the use of agroforestry, windbreaks, and forest
restoration that will not only support biodiversity but also protect water sources for human use, ameliorate the effects of ongoing climate change on currently cultivated crops, and also diversify the range of climate-appropriate crops. To achieve this, we encourage the employment of fast-acting economic incentives that allow experimentation with crops suited for a changing climate and farming methods to mitigate climate change effects. These incentives can effectively buy time for longer term benefits to take effect. We think that lattice-work corridors (Fig. 5) can be very beneficial and can be achieved through a combination of habitat protection, forest landscape restoration, and sustainable land-use practices without requiring major transformations in livelihoods or risk-taking or require unrealistic technological investments.

**DESIGNING A LATTICE-WORK CORRIDOR SYSTEM**

**Community involvement**

Successful development of a lattice-work corridor and social-ecological resilience requires engaging stakeholders from the very outset because this enriches mutual understanding and improves management plans and implementation (Stringer et al. 2006). The principal stakeholders, in this case residents and landowners of the Monteverde region, largely determine land-use activities for the region; thus, their interests and needs will set the basic parameters for engagement and conservation priority-setting. It will be critical to allow stakeholders to articulate their interests and needs, and then seek overlap with requirements for biodiversity protection. The overall goal should be to involve stakeholders in participatory processes toward creating a more resilient system, i.e., one that will expand the stakeholders’ capacity to absorb disturbances, enhance their ability to self-organize, and create conditions that facilitate iterative learning and modification of land-use activities (Olsson et al. 2004).

We stress the importance of offering learning and adaptation opportunities, specifically surrounding land-use activities that complement biodiversity protection. Conservation professionals could use outreach events to identify individuals who possess valuable ecological knowledge that may be under threat of loss (Harvey et al. 2008), as well as individuals who are willing and able to share experiences in sustainable land-use practices. To determine how best to integrate local environmental knowledge with scientific knowledge (Raymond et al. 2010), successful examples of participatory design processes will be essential (Reed 2008).

Beyond planning for resilience-building, it is critical that there be regular two-way communication throughout the implementation phase (Stringer et al. 2006). This should include information-sharing on incentives and agricultural outreach programs, plus
networking between scientists and local experts. Plans should include mechanisms for community involvement in subsequent monitoring and evaluation of projects. Actively involving locals in the monitoring and evaluation of projects will ensure bilateral communication and sustain engagement and investment. If landowners participating in the Monteverde lattice-work corridor project were paid or otherwise encouraged to undertake the monitoring responsibility, it may increase their overall investment and commitment. For the implementation of monitoring to be successful, community education and funding would be helpful (Townsend 2011).

Habitat priority-setting

To build a lattice-work corridor system in the Monteverde region, we recommend three focal priority habitats for protection and restoration: riparian habitats, forest patches, and farms. The first step would be to improve riverine forest corridors (Hannah et al. 2008). Costa Rican forestry law 7575 has prevented some, but not all, habitat degradation and loss along riparian buffer zones, thus necessitating forest restoration in select riparian areas. Riverine habitats that are highly degraded should be assigned high priority status for immediate restoration.

The second step of our plan addresses improving connectivity through forest patches and farms within elevational bands. Because most property in this region is held by small landowners who farm or raise livestock, this will require a participatory process that seeks the intersection of activities serving both conservation goals and community livelihoods. Emphasis should be placed on how well a farm’s features can serve as a link between forest patches across the landscape. Priority should be placed on involving stakeholders with whom there exists the highest potential for positive engagement, coupled with healthy forest patches, springs and streams, and actual or potential production practices that support conservation efforts, such as agroforestry, permaculture, windbreaks, or live fences (Chacón León and Harvey 2006, Harvey and González Villalobos 2007).

Forest landscape restoration for resilient ecosystems and livelihoods

Because of the high degree of Pacific slope deforestation in the Monteverde region, habitat restoration will be an important component in creating the corridor. We advocate forest landscape restoration, which seeks to benefit both biodiversity and human livelihoods (Newton et al. 2012) in ways that increase social-ecological resilience. Around rivers and springs, the emphasis should be directed toward reforesting and rehabilitating degraded areas. By expanding riparian corridors and restoring forests around springs, freshwater resources may be better protected for humans and wildlife into the future, upslope dispersal will be facilitated, and there will be an increase in overall habitat within elevational bands. While Costa Rican forestry law 7575 prohibits extractive practices and requires buffer forest around water sources (50 m in steep terrain and 10–15 m in flat terrain), the reality is that tree-cutting occurs and cattle often enter. We therefore also urge better enforcement of the law, and the revitalization of the former “Forest on Farms” project of the Monteverde Conservation League, which supplied fence posts and wire to exclude livestock from forest patches around springs and streams (Burlingame 2000).

In the case of forest landscape restoration for farms, we recognize that the priority is the resilience of livelihoods under climate change that secondarily sustain biodiversity. Thus, restoration should (1) augment the ability of a landowner to absorb disturbances such as crop failure or market shifts, (2) afford opportunities for communities to organize themselves, and (3) involve capacity-building so that stakeholders can engage in iterative learning. Some valuable restoration activities could thus include increasing overall tree coverage on farms in ways that buffer climate disruptions while introducing potential new crops. For instance, livelihood resilience can be enhanced by (1) planting crop varieties and trees able to withstand intensified drought, resist fungal infections, and thwart erosion caused by progressively more severe wind and rain storms; (2) diversifying the range of fruit trees and shade-tolerant cash crops to withstand market shocks and provide novel market opportunities; and (3) planting shade trees for people and livestock to ameliorate rising air temperatures. Livelihood resilience can also be developed by expanding common and familiar practices. These include planting windbreaks and live fences to combat erosion, enrich soil, or supply shade or food for livestock or humans (Haber et al. 1996, Zuchowski 2007). If planned carefully, windbreaks and live fences offer secondary benefits to conservation, such as food resources and connections between forest patches for wildlife in Monteverde (Harvey and Haber 1998, Nielsen and DeRosier 2000) as well as other tropical locations (Dawson et al. 2013). Other current practices such as agroforestry could be diversified by experimenting with more varieties of understory crops or by incorporating shade tree species with diverse commercial

Fig. 5. To plan for climate change, we suggest implementing a lattice-work corridor system (blue and yellow) within the proposed Monteverde-Nicoya biological corridor. A first priority should be creating forest connectivity along riparian areas (blue), and second will be creating connectivity within elevational bands (yellow) for less mobile species to facilitate population persistence.
products, from food to fiber. If such agroforestry systems were planted near riparian forest corridors, the crops may benefit from ecosystem services such as pollination, and, to some extent, they may serve to widen the riparian habitat available to wildlife.

**Tree species selection**

Because reforestation and agroforestry play key roles in creating resilient systems, a central concern will be tree species selection. Criteria should include contribution to community diversity and ecosystem function, including nutrient and water cycles, energy flow, and other benefits such as food for humans and wildlife and shade for livestock. When possible, tolerance for changing abiotic conditions should be assessed to anticipate whether a candidate species will adapt and persist in spite of directional climate shifts (Seastedt et al. 2008). This is especially salient for our system because many trees of the northern Pacific slopes require specific climatic conditions (Haber et al. 1996).

Consideration should be given to well-known non-natives that have limited negative effects and well-documented benefits such as timber species that can provide shade for understory species (e.g., Lugo 2009) and economic benefits to the landowner. However, community input would be especially needed in this area because previous plantings of non-natives reveal relatively limited ecological benefits. For instance, although windbreaks of the non-native tree species *Cupressus lusitanica*, *Casuarina equisetifolia*, and *Crotone nivens* are used by birds for movement between forest patches and for depositing seeds (Harvey 2000a, Nielsen and DeRosier 2000), they do not support frugivorous birds with fruit (Haber et al. 1996). Also, whereas these windbreaks support more native tree seedlings than do pastures, native tree seedling densities are low (Harvey 2000b). Likewise, the density and diversity of epiphytic orchids are low compared to those harbored on native tree species (K. Masters, personal observation), perhaps because orchid germination rates on non-native host species are lower (Kartzinel et al. 2013). In general, the trend in Monteverde now is to replace non-native species with native species (K. Masters, personal observation).

In selecting native tree species, the most cautious approach is to choose species of the same elevational band that are more tolerant of hot, dry, or highly variable conditions, such as *Citharexylum costaricensis* (Verbenaceae), an early successional species (Haber et al. 1996). The Costa Rica Conservation Foundation (http://66.147.244.232/~fccmonte/category/bellbird-conservation-project/reforestation/) has successfully adopted this tactic when reforesting abandoned pastures on the Pacific slopes, which are hotter and drier than nearby forest. Another low-risk approach is to select species whose ranges extend across elevational bands, e.g., *Inga punctata* (Fabaceae) and *Nectandra salicina* (Lauraceae) (P. Townsend, personal observation). A riskier and more controversial course is to assist colonization by planting species from lower elevations above their range (Hoehg-Guldberg et al. 2008). For instance, *Montanoa guatemalensis* (Asteraceae) has been used extensively for windbreaks in the Monteverde region since the 1980s (Zuchowski 2007), extending its natural elevational range (700–1200 m) by 300 m without apparent negative ecological consequences. Assisted colonization merits consideration because lower elevation species may have higher survival rates under changing environmental conditions and thus may create resilient habitats that mitigate biodiversity and socioeconomic losses.

**IMPLEMENTATION, INCENTIVES, AND INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT FOR LATTICE-WORK CORRIDORS**

Implementation of a lattice-work corridor in Monteverde, or along other tropical mountains, may require that landowners adopt potentially unfamiliar or costly changes to agricultural practices. We recommend that the Costa Rican government and NGOs provide agricultural research and extension services and promote market development to expand the range of options for climate-resilient crops. These opportunities should also aim to educate community members about forest protection, habitat restoration, and climate change, and also facilitate information-sharing on economic incentives for conservation and sustainable land-use initiatives. Likewise, we advise conservation professionals to facilitate connections between landowners and government or NGO programs that incentivize experimentation with agricultural practices and new crops so that farmers can learn and modify practices. In this sense, conservation NGOs can play a critical role as bridging organizations (Folke et al. 2005).

Fortunately, in Costa Rica, institutions such as the Ministry of Agriculture, the Centro Agrónomo Tropical de Investigación y Enseñanza (Tropical Agricultural Research and Higher Education Center), the Instituto Nacional de Aprendizaje (National Learning Institute), and national cooperatives support agriculturalists with research, education, and market development. Further, a special government program through the Fondo Nacional de Financiamiento Forestal (National Forestry Financing Fund) offers promising opportunities to incentivize landowner participation, which yield nearly immediate economic benefits. These could jump-start adaptive activities that will provide benefits over the longer term while landowners, agriculturalists, and conservationists learn which practices work best under dynamic climatic conditions.

**Fast-acting and available incentives**

In a number of tropical countries, nearly immediate and direct economic benefits to landowners are supplied through environmental service payments programs (ESP programs; Wunder 2007, Swallow et al. 2009). In Costa Rica, landowners are compensated by placing their land under a legal category of forest protection, regeneration, or agroforestry, and receive direct payments for renewable contracts (3-, 5-, or 10-yr periods). For instance, Costa Rican law (Decreto 36935, 2012) specifies that participants in the program are paid for each tree added to an agroforestry system, with a higher amount allocated for native species ($1.95 vs. $1.30 USD per tree for a 3-yr period).

Stakeholders engaged in ecotourism may benefit from planting native species to attract wildlife, whereas owners of large areas or farms may be more interested in the economic benefits from the ESP or planting high-value species for agroforestry. Cattle ranchers and farmers of particular crops may benefit from windbreaks and shade. Regardless, direct payments could jump-start a region-wide effort to plant trees around springs, expand habitat in forest remnants and windbreaks, and experiment with new tree crops, while simultaneously placing the habitat under legal protection. Once protected, this habitat could form the building blocks for an inter-connected system of corridors and patches leading to the success of the lattice-work corridor system. This is a reasonable goal because the ESP program prioritizes contracts for properties in biological corridors or with hydrological importance (Decreto 36935, 2012).
There are hurdles to making ESP a viable incentive for region-wide conservation. Landowners may be unaware of the program (Townsend 2011), may not meet the requirements, or may not be willing to complete the complicated application process, which requires a land management plan (Decreto 36935, 2012). Further, with the number of applicants surpassing available funds, there are no guarantees that applicants will be awarded funds. Even if approved, the monetary value of the payments may not equal or surpass alternative land uses. Lastly, the program favors applicants who have held contracts previously over those who have not (Decreto 36935, 2012).

Some of these challenges could be partly ameliorated if an organization were to facilitate the application process. A model organization could be the Foundation for Sustainable Development of the Central Volcanic Range (FUNDECOR), an NGO that facilitates the ESP application in the Central Valley area of Costa Rica. FUNDECOR is effective at lobbying the National Fund for Forest Financing (FONAFIFO), which administers the ESP program, for support of its applicants. A Pacific slope organization should seek to achieve FONAFIFO support as well. Currently, there is no such organization, but it could potentially be funded through the REDD+ program, which funds projects to increase carbon sinks through reforestation and to improve rural livelihoods (Groom and Palmer 2012).

**Longer term incentives**

Not all incentives can operate on the relatively short time frame of the ESP program. For instance, tree planting for the purposes of protecting springs, creating windbreaks, increasing cover for shade crops, or for fruit production, will supply benefits after some period of years (Dawson et al. 2013). Nevertheless, the benefits are real and can improve farming economics. In Monteverde, many residents are familiar with the benefits accrued from past regional programs that succeeded in planting > 500,000 trees to create > 180 km of windbreaks and protect springs on private property (Burlingame 2000). Farmers are well aware that windbreaks protect crops and cattle from high winds and soil loss, as well as conserve water sources and provide habitat for birds and other wildlife (Burlingame 2000). Whereas many of the windbreaks were planted with non-native tree species, local native species offer viable options for live fences and windbreaks that contribute positively to ecosystem functioning (Zuchowski 2007). If a revitalized windbreak program were to supply native trees at little or no cost, or if farmers were compensated through the ESP program, their participation could be great. These windbreaks could begin to create the lattice-work corridors in areas with little current forest cover.

A landowner’s familiarity with successful examples of employing nontraditional crops and farming methods may encourage experimentation and patience for longer term payoffs. For instance, coffee has historically been a very important local crop at higher elevations and is often grown in patches surrounded by or interspersed with native trees in agroforestry plantations. Farmers may be willing to experiment with agroforestry at middle or lower elevations by interspersing trees as fruit cash crops (e.g., avocados, citrus, mangoes, cashew, and macadamia) or as a timber crop (e.g., Cordia alliodora). These could be shade trees for cacao, which has recently been introduced to Monteverde near 1000 m and sets fruit (K. Masters, personal observation). Also, while few such crops are native, they contribute to the resilience of the agroecosystem by increasing livelihood diversity, broadening crop diversity, and performing important ecosystem services. If such species were available at subsidized prices or if farmers were compensated by ESP, willingness to plant them should increase.

Other long-term incentives could target the tourism industry to broaden the range of markets. For instance, wood carving for souvenirs is an important local industry that can allow artisans to capture a higher profit margin by selling a value-added product. The industry can promote climate-friendly practices, as carbon is locked up long-term in the carved wood (Pandey 2002), provided that the wood is sourced from fallen limbs or sustainably harvested from timber plantations as part of the lattice-work corridor. A critical component to ensure sustainability would be third-party certification, such as Forest Stewardship Council, that can reveal the chain of custody (National Research Council 2010). If ESP programs incentivized planting native timber species, farmers may be encouraged to await the long-term benefits of this familiar industry, even if paperwork encumbered the certification process.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In our lattice-work framework, we aspire to increase ecological and social-ecological resilience in tropical mountain ecosystems experiencing rapid climate change. In places like Monteverde, which are highly dependent on natural resources for ecotourism and agriculture and simultaneously harbor high species richness, a lattice-work corridor can benefit multiple stakeholders and biodiversity. Our framework provides mechanisms for population persistence and dispersal and promotes small-scale connectivity initiatives that can be integrated into the agricultural landscape (Harvey et al. 2008). The framework can jump-start conservation programs that serve both human and nonhuman needs while taking advantage of existing economic incentives that serve immediate stakeholder needs. This is in contrast to creating corridors through large-scale reforestation and habitat preservation, which focus less on human needs and have higher costs. The incentives employed for the lattice-work offer a realistic mechanism toward the goal of protecting riparian habitat across elevations and restoring an equal amount of habitat within elevational bands, while also providing an agricultural landscape that meets the livelihood needs and interests of local residents. Further, the framework capitalizes on existing institutional support and local and scientific knowledge, but it does not require great technological or financial investments.

By using the lattice-work framework to increase ecological resilience, opportunities are also created for enhanced social-ecological resilience (e.g., Thompkins and Adger 2004). In integrating both resilience frameworks, resource-dependent livelihoods should be better able to absorb and respond to market and environmental disturbances through diversified and climate-appropriate crop portfolios. Additionally, resilience in both the ecological and social-ecological spheres will increase from practices that expand tree coverage by mitigating temperature change and protecting water resources. By involving local stakeholders in a highly participatory process, it should be possible to identify overlap between the needs for livelihoods and biodiversity. The likelihood of successful implementation should increase because of the emphasis on incremental and incentivized
measures that are monitored and modified by the stakeholders themselves. Thus, it should be possible for communities to enrich and restore the natural capital on which they depend (Harris et al. 2006).

In implementing our framework, we strive to apply all four tenets of climate-smart conservation (Hansen et al. 2010) toward a strategy of adaptive conservation planning. Our proposal applies the tenet “reduce nonclimate stress” by encouraging reforestation with native species toward the goal of lowering edge effects and raising overall forest cover in ways that promote dispersal and population persistence. By encouraging extensive reforestation and agroforestry, we are striving to meet the tenet to “reduce the rate and extent of climate change.” Even at small scales, the restoration of tropical forests can contribute to carbon sequestration and climate change mitigation.

For the climate-smart tenets of “protect space” and “use adaptive management” (Hansen et al. 2010), we think that the involvement of local people from the outset is central to the success of climate-smart conservation and the implementation of the lattice-work corridor. We urge the adoption of our framework for social-ecological resilience that increases the buffer capacity of farms and protects livelihoods into the future in ways that also protect space (i.e., habitat). We appreciate that landowners need incentives and assurances before altering land-use practices and that they possess highly relevant knowledge and experience that can be used toward adaptive management (Berkes et al. 2000). We advise conservation managers to partner with landowners who are interested in increasing tree coverage in agroforestry systems or restoring habitat, and to assist in establishing monitoring programs to evaluate progress. This process will help to weave corridors, build buffer zones between forest patches, and rehabilitate rivers and springs. The consequence will be increased habitat connectivity (Krosby et al. 2010), the creation of ecological networks (Bennett 2004), and will essentially satisfy the tenet to protect space (Hansen et al. 2010). All of these enhance conservation efforts under climate change. Further, the highly participatory partnership that we prescribe should enhance the capacity of landowners to make adaptive adjustments as climate change proceeds.

We concur with Hansen et al. (2010) that we may need to “build the bicycle while riding it,” that is, devise and implement novel reforestation and land-use management practices as we learn from successes and failures in the field. However, this should not deter efforts. In the process, human and social capital is built, and this will empower communities with adaptive management skills. We understand that this will require extensive outreach, but the incentives program increases the likelihood of local participation and rapid results, and the longer term benefits are potentially great for biodiversity and landowners alike.

Although Costa Rica in general and Monteverde in particular may be best-case scenarios for testing and implementing these frameworks, other locations and communities in tropical, developing countries may have assets and incentives that can similarly be tapped. This includes other locations in Central America, the tropical Andes, and the tropical mountain regions of Africa. The general lack of technical or financial capital should not deter conservation practitioners from seeking and exploiting other kinds of capital such as local knowledge to make the best decisions possible. What may be of overriding importance in protecting biodiversity and resource-dependent livelihoods in a highly dynamic context is creativity in identifying and tapping existing capabilities and assets, coupled with a willingness to embrace learning through action.

Responses to this article can be read online at: http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses.php/7324
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